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SUMMARY Total body surface potential distributions were recorded from 20 normal young adults, 20–35 years old, during multistage maximal exercise testing on a bicycle ergometer. Using a system for measuring total body surface potential distributions from measurements at 24 locations, high-quality potential maps were obtained during exercise without requiring wave form averaging or special modes of exercise. Serial maps recorded at 1-msec intervals throughout QRS-T during exercise and during recovery from exercise were compared with corresponding maps recorded with the subjects at rest. During and after exercise, consistent changes appeared in the map patterns during early QRS and the ST segment and in the magnitude of the T-wave potentials. Increases in QRS duration (0–10 msec) also appeared during exercise. The changes in map patterns during early QRS in exercise strongly suggested changes in the initial sequence of activation in the ventricles. The results demonstrate the importance of analyses of total body surface potential distributions in understanding ECG changes during exercise.

Changes in electrocardiographic wave form shape in response to exercise in both normal subjects and cardiac patients have been described extensively. Most descriptions pertain to exercise-induced changes in ventricular repolarization as expressed in the ST segment and T wave of the body surface ECG. Depression of the J point (upsloping ST-segment depression) in left precordial leads is considered a normal response to exercise. The development of horizontal or downsloping ST-segment depression in precordial leads during or immediately after exercise is suggestive of regional myocardial ischemia. The statistical relationship of ST-segment depression during exercise to narrowing of the coronary arteries as revealed by coronary angiographic studies has been extensively investigated, as reviewed by Fortuin and Weiss. R-wave magnitude changes in left precordial leads during exercise in both normal and abnormal subjects have also been described. In general, a decrease in R-wave magnitude is considered a normal response to exercise, while an increase in R-wave magnitude is considered abnormal. Bonoros and co-workers have suggested that inclusion of such R-wave magnitude changes in diagnostic criteria along with ST-segment changes would enhance the ability of the stress ECG to detect coronary artery disease.

An important limitation in the use of electrocardiographic criteria to distinguish between normal and abnormal responses to exercise results from an incomplete understanding of the physiologic mechanisms underlying the observed changes in wave form. The most common measurement of the ECG during exercise is from a single bipolar lead with the positive electrode on the left chest at the position of the standard lead V₅ and the negative electrode on the right chest, head or back. When such measurements from a single lead are used, it is often difficult to distinguish changes in the ECG corresponding to exercise-induced alterations in the sources of current within the myocardium from changes in the ECG related to changes in heart position or volume conductor geometry. This is especially true when trying to interpret the relatively subtle changes often observed in ECG wave forms recorded during exercise in normal subjects (J-point depression and R-wave magnitude changes). When major changes in wave form shape occur during exercise, such as deep ST-segment depression or T-wave inversion, abnormal changes in the cardiac electrical sources are clearly indicated. Measurements from a single lead, however, provide little information about the nature and spatial distribution of the electrophysiologic changes in the heart. As a result, "normal" and "abnormal" ECG responses to exercise are usually defined on the basis of statistical correlations between coronary angiographic studies and various parameters derived from the ECG wave form, such as ST-segment depression 60 or 80 msec after the J point or change in R-wave magnitude, rather than in terms of electrical events in the heart.

Several investigators have proposed the use of multiple-lead systems to increase the diagnostic usefulness of the exercise ECG. These lead systems include the standard 12 leads, orthogonal vector leads, left precordial surface maps, and total body surface isopotential maps. Although such multiple-lead systems may reveal more information about the electrophysiologic state of the heart, they are still difficult to use for interpreting recorded ECG wave forms directly in terms of the underlying cardiac electrical events. Left precordial surface maps present spatial (as well as temporal) information about the ECG, but only for a limited region on the torso. Total
Body surface isopotential maps are the most useful for making such interpretations of the ECG because spatial distributions of potentials over the entire torso at sequential instants of time in each cardiac cycle can be examined.

Body surface mapping lead systems sometimes use as many as 100 to 200 electrodes. The practical problems involved in recording low noise signals simultaneously from such large electrode arrays during moderate or maximal exercise have resulted in only limited application of isopotential surface mapping to the study of the exercise ECG. However, techniques for accurately estimating total body surface potential distributions from measurements at 20–30 select locations on the torso also have been reported.\(^{22-26}\) Using one such limited lead system,\(^{26}\) we developed a practical system for recording and processing total body surface isopotential maps during exercise.\(^{27}\) In this study we examined body surface potential distributions throughout ventricular activation and repolarization in normal young adult subjects at rest, during multistage maximal exercise procedures and during recovery from exercise.

**Methods**

**Selection of Subjects**

For this study, normal young adult volunteers, ages 20–35 years, were recruited from the staff at Duke University and Duke Hospital. Ten male and 10 female subjects were selected. All subjects had normal resting ECGs as judged from both the standard 12 leads and body surface isopotential maps, and none had a history of cardiovascular disease. All subjects were considered to be in good general physical condition. None were trained endurance athletes. Cardiac catheterization data were not available for any subject. In all subjects, the resting blood pressure was normal (less than 140/90 mm Hg).

**Lead System**

The lead system used was based on the limited lead system for isopotential body surface mapping derived by Warren et al.\(^{23,26}\) This system allows the accurate estimation of potentials at 150 locations on the body surface (covering the chest, sides and back) with respect to Wilson's central terminal, starting from potential measurements at a subset of 24 of the 150 locations (fig. 1). Recording potentials from limb lead electrodes during exercise presented obvious problems of motion artifact. Therefore, potentials in this study were measured with respect to a single reference electrode on the back (fig. 1) rather than with respect to Wilson's central terminal, and a variation of the transformation matrix for estimating the 150 map potentials was derived for use with potentials referenced to the single-back electrode. At the same time, transfer coefficients for estimating the potential of Wilson's central terminal from the 24 potentials measured with respect to the back reference location were also derived. Combining these results provided a single transformation matrix that estimated the potentials at the 150 mapping locations with respect to Wilson's central terminal, starting from the 24 potentials measured with respect to the single back electrode. This transformation matrix was used for all maps presented in this study during rest or exercise.

The potentials at the 24 locations on the body surface were measured using two commercially produced 15-lead shielded ECG cable systems (NDM 04-2000) and disposable silver/silver chloride ECG stress test electrodes (AMI 1555-005). The ECG cables were connected to the inputs of 24 AC-coupled amplifiers that had flat frequency responses of 0.1–30,000 Hz.

**Figure 1.** Body surface mapping lead system. The approximate locations of the 150 points at which the body surface potentials were calculated are indicated by dots on the torso drawing. For continuity, the columns shown at the extreme left and right in the figure represent the same mapping locations on the right back. The locations of the 24 measuring electrodes are indicated by squares. The location of the single reference electrode is indicated by a circle. The mapping location used to approximate the standard lead V5 was in the sixth row from the top and in the seventh column from the right of the figure.
The analog signals were then digitized for display and storage using a PDP-11/20 data acquisition system that was described in detail by Barr et al.28 The analog signals were sampled at a rate of 1000 samples/sec per channel (12-bit samples) for 1560 msec (one “block” of data).

Exercise Protocol

Multistage maximal stress test procedures were performed in an upright position on a Cybex Fitron bicycle ergometer. Each subject started exercise at a work rate of 300 kilopond meters/min* (kpm/min). Thereafter, the work rate was increased by 300 kpm/min every 4 minutes. The pedaling rate was held constant at 60 rpm. Exercise was stopped upon complaint of fatigue by the subject, regardless of the maximal heart rate achieved.

Before beginning the exercise procedure, three to five blocks of data were recorded with the subject at rest, sitting on the bicycle. During exercise, ECG wave forms were sequentially sampled, displayed on a Tektronix 4014 display unit, and either stored on digital magnetic tape or discarded, depending on the investigator’s evaluation of the level of artifact. Blocks of data were recorded for approximately 10 minutes after cessation of exercise while the subject rested while still seated on the bicycle. Emphasis was placed on obtaining low-noise data at all stages of exercise. Therefore, recordings were obtained 25–35 times from each subject, including data recorded during rest, exercise and recovery.

The value of the computer’s time-of-day clock (in units of hours, minutes and seconds) at the beginning of each sampling interval was automatically stored with each set of ECG wave forms on digital tape. The investigator manually recorded the clock value at the beginning of exercise, each time the work rate was increased, and when exercise was stopped. During later data analysis, these clock values provided a precise documentation of when, during the exercise protocol of the subject, each particular sequence of maps had been recorded.

Data Processing and Baseline Adjustment

The digitized wave forms in the block of data to be processed were first read from the magnetic tape and displayed. Generally, some degree of baseline drift was visible in the wave forms (fig. 2A). The computer operator used the cursors of the display unit to identify the same instant of time (referred to as the voltage reference time) in each cardiac cycle of one ECG wave form. The selected time instants were defined to be times in the cardiac cycle at which the potentials of all of the ECG wave forms would be designated as zero voltage. Thus, the voltages of the wave forms at the selected time instants represented estimates of the voltages of the baseline offsets. For low heart rates, voltage reference times have usually been chosen during the UP interval.29 At high heart rates, however, the U and P waves merge and this combined wave intersects with the latter portion of the T wave, such that an isoelectric UP or TP interval no longer exists. In such instances the best choice for a baseline reference is the end of the PR segment.3 29–31 For consistency in this study, both resting and exercise maps were processed, using voltage reference times chosen near the end of the PR segment. Figure 2B shows the wave forms of panel A with four voltage reference times chosen just before the QRS complexes. Although only six wave forms are shown in the figure, the same voltage reference times were used for all 24 ECG wave forms in a given block of data.

A linear interpolation technique for baseline adjustment29 was used when all wave forms had constant baseline offset or linear baseline drift. When nonlinear baseline drift was present in one or more wave forms (fig. 2A), a nonlinear baseline compensation technique reported by Meyer and Keiser32 was used to estimate the baseline offsets of the 24 wave forms at each instant of time (corresponding to each data sample) from the potentials at the voltage reference times. The computed baseline offsets were then subtracted from the measured wave forms, resulting in 24 “baseline-compensated” wave forms. Figure 2C shows the wave forms from panel A after baseline compensation and figure 2D shows the corresponding computed baseline offsets. The nonlinear adjustment worked well for most baseline drifts. When rapid or abrupt changes in baseline offset occurred in the wave forms, however, the technique was not adequate and the data block was not used. The number of baseline voltage reference times in each block of data increased with increasing heart rate, so the technique for nonlinear baseline adjustment was best suited to high heart rates.

After baseline adjustment, a computer program automatically computed the potentials at the 150 locations at each instant of time, displayed them in surface map format, drew the isopotential contour lines, and photographed the map on 16-mm film. The potential wave form at the mapping location nearest to the location of the standard precordial lead V6 was displayed below each map as a time reference wave form. For simplicity, this potential wave form will be referred to throughout the paper as lead V6. Maps were displayed for each millisecond during QRS and every fourth millisecond during other intervals. Photographing the maps sequentially on 16-mm film allowed subsequent instant-byinstant and motion analysis of the maps.

The root mean square (RMS) map potential wave forms presented in the results were obtained as follows: For each instant of time in a given block of data, the RMS value of the estimated potentials at the 150 mapping locations was calculated. The resulting RMS potentials at 1-msec intervals (for the total block time of 1560 msec) were automatically displayed as a potential wave form and photographed on 16-mm film.

*Kilopond meter: work done in lifting a 1-kg mass 1 m, assuming the standard gravitational acceleration.
**Results**

All subjects showed a normal electrocardiographic response to exercise in lead V_{5}. ST-segment depression in this lead was limited to low-magnitude (less than 200 μV) J-point depression. No horizontal or downsloping ST-segment depression or T-wave inversion was observed. The magnitude of the R wave in lead V_{5} decreased during exercise for 16 subjects and stayed nearly the same for four subjects. No subject had arrhythmias during or after exercise, and no subject experienced chest pain. Maximal heart rates ranged from 170–195 beats/min.

The body surface isopotential maps at rest varied from subject to subject within the limits of normal variability. Similarly, maps recorded during exercise varied from subject to subject. Consistent map changes were observed, however, when the exercise and postexercise maps were compared with the resting map of the same subject. Accordingly, the resting and exercise maps we present were chosen as being representative of the changes observed, although there were individual variations in map patterns that will not be shown. No obvious group differences were observed between the exercise-induced changes in map patterns of male and female subjects.

**QRS**

Figures 3–6 show body surface isopotential maps recorded at rest and during exercise from a normal 25-year-old female subject. The resting map was recorded with the subject sitting upright on the bicycle ergometer, with a heart rate of 75 beats/min. The exercise maps were recorded 10 minutes and 52 seconds after the start of the multistage exercise procedure, at
Figure 3. QRS maps at rest and during exercise. Body surface potential distributions at three instants of time during early QRS at rest and during exercise are shown. To the upper left of each map, the approximate time with respect to the beginning of ventricular activation is indicated in milliseconds. The format of each map panel is as follows: The map geometry is the same as that in figure 1. The potential at each of the 150 mapping locations is shown in 10-μV units. Generally, these numbers are too small to be seen clearly in the final published figures, but they serve to mark the mapping locations. Absolute and relative potential maxima and minima are indicated by large plus and minus symbols, respectively, adjacent to the corresponding map locations. The magnitudes of these features are indicated above the maps in millivolt units. Contour lines are drawn according to a logarithmic scale to represent the following values in microvolts: 40, 60, 100, 150, 250, 400, 600, 1000, 1500, 2500, 4000, 6000 and 10,000. Negative contours are drawn as dashed lines. Zero potential contours are drawn as heavy dashed lines. The estimated lead V, ECG is shown below each map frame as a time reference trace. A vertical line is drawn through the wave form at the time instant represented by the map. The vertical line at the extreme left of the time reference trace indicates 1 mV of potential. The total time in the time reference trace is 1560 msec.

a work rate of 900 kpm/min. The subject’s heart rate was 168 beats/min.

At rest, the potential distributions during early QRS (fig. 3) were characterized by a dominant anterior potential maximum, with a minimum of lower magnitude on the lower left back. The minimum moved slowly up the back as QRS progressed, and the anterior maximum became greater in magnitude. During exercise, the potential distributions representing early QRS were quite different. The early potential minimum was on the lower left chest and was similar in magnitude to the potential maximum. As QRS progressed, the minimum at first increased in magnitude and then decreased, moving toward the lower left side and back, while the maximum increased in magnitude and covered more of the area of the anterior torso.

Approximately 25 msec into QRS (fig. 4), right ventricular breakthrough patterns appeared in both the resting and exercise maps. The resting map at 25 msec showed a “saddle” distribution, similar to that described by Taccardi, and the negative potential area projecting down from the vicinity of the upper right sternum. The pattern of the exercise map at 25 msec was unusual. The anterior breakthrough minimum split the early anterior potential maximum into two separate potential maxima of lower magnitude, one on the upper right chest and one on the precordium.

The magnitude of the prominent anterior precordial minimum in both the resting and exercise maps grew rapidly. In the resting map at 30 msec, the magnitude of the central minimum was nearly equal to that of the potential maximum to the lower left. A second minimum of lower amplitude persisted on the upper right chest. The spatial locations of the potential maximum and minimum of largest magnitude in the exercise map at 30 msec were similar to those in the resting map. The magnitude of the lower left potential maximum, however, was only half of the magnitude of the corresponding maximum in the resting map (0.54 mV vs 1.12 mV). The central minimum was similar in magnitude to that of the resting map, but the area of negative potentials in the exercise map extended lower on the right chest. The
Figure 4. QRS maps at rest and during exercise. See text.

Figure 5. QRS maps at rest and during exercise. See text.
potential maximum on the upper right chest in the exercise map at 25 msec appeared in the map at 30 msec as a relative potential maximum in the negative potential region, completely surrounded by negative potentials of larger magnitude. It is interesting to compare this distinct potential maximum in the negative region of the exercise map, separating the two potential minima, with the curvature of the contour lines between the corresponding two potential minima in the resting map at 30 msec.

The general features of the resting and exercise maps at 30 msec persisted throughout the middle of QRS, as shown in the maps at 35 msec (fig. 4) and 42 msec (fig. 5). Although there was little spatial movement in the patterns during this period, there was considerable variation in the magnitudes of the maxima and minima. Near the peak of the R wave in lead V₅, the magnitude of the lower left potential maximum in the exercise map was approximately 60% of that in the map at rest (0.97 mV compared with 1.56 mV). The central potential minimum at this time was slightly larger in magnitude in the exercise map (−1.68 mV) than in the map at rest (−1.46 mV). Between 35 msec and 42 msec the magnitude of the lower left potential maximum in the resting map decreased relatively faster (from 1.56 mV to 1.09 mV) than in the exercise map (from 0.97 mV to 0.90 mV), so that at 42 msec the magnitudes of this maximum at rest and during exercise were more nearly equal. The magnitudes of the central anterior minimum at 42 msec were also similar at rest (−1.78 mV) and during exercise (−1.81 mV).

By 49 msec into QRS (fig. 5), the potential maximum that was previously on the lower left chest had decreased greatly and had moved to the lower back in both the resting and exercise maps. The central potential minimum in both maps had changed little from the maps at 42 msec, but the negative potential region had grown to cover most of the anterior torso. In the exercise map at 49 msec the relative potential maximum that was in the negative region of the earlier maps during exercise had moved to the upper sternal region and had become positive in sign. The curvature of the negative potential contours in the upper sternal region of the map at rest was suggestive of the upper sternal maximum in the exercise map, but no distinct potential maximum was present in this region in the resting map.

After 49 msec, the magnitudes of the central anterior minimum in both the resting and exercise maps decreased rapidly with time (figs. 5 and 6), but at each instant the magnitudes of this minimum in the resting and exercise maps were nearly the same. The upper sternal maximum in the exercise maps reached a peak value near 56 msec (0.18 mV) and then decreased. At 63 msec a distinct upper sternal maximum with a small absolute magnitude (0.01 mV) was also present in the resting map.

The potentials in both the resting and exercise maps at 70 msec (fig. 6) were low in magnitude, but the major features of terminal QRS could still be seen. Note the positive potentials projecting upward into the negative region next to the central anterior minimum of the resting map. Serial inspection of the maps at each millisecond indicated that this was the early appearance of the repolarization maximum shown in

Figure 6. QRS maps at rest and during exercise. See text.
the map at 77 msec. Similarly, serial comparison of the maps during exercise showed that at 70 msec the upper anterior maximum was between the location of the terminal QRS sternal maximum and the location of the early recovery maximum at 77 msec. Thus, the patterns at rest and during exercise at 70 msec showed the effects of both terminal activation and early repolarization.

The resting map at 77 msec showed a pattern typical of potential distributions of normal subjects during the early ST segment. The pattern was dominated by an anterior maximum with a distributed region of low level negative potentials near the right shoulder. Similarly, during exercise the feature with the largest magnitude at 77 msec was the anterior potential maximum. The region of negative potentials, however, was larger in magnitude than in the resting map and was located on the lower left of the potential maximum.

To further investigate the changes in body surface potentials during exercise, the RMS map potential was calculated at each instant of time during QRS and displayed as an RMS potential wave form. Figure 7A shows the RMS map potential wave forms at rest and during exercise corresponding to the body surface maps from the female subject shown in figures 3-6. For comparison with other subjects, panels B, C and D show the RMS map potentials during QRS from a 23-year-old male, a 35-year-old male, and a 28-year-old male. The resting and exercise RMS wave forms in each panel are time-aligned at the beginning of QRS.

The most striking change in the RMS map potential wave forms during exercise was the development of an initial low-level peak immediately preceding the major rise in RMS potential, with an associated increase in the time between the beginning of QRS and the major potential rise (2–10 msec).

Comparison of the RMS potential wave forms with the map patterns showed that the period preceding the initial peak in the RMS wave forms during exercise corresponded to the times when the early minimum was present on the lower left chest (fig. 3, exercise), while the drop in potentials after the peak corresponded to the approximate time of right ventricular breakthrough (fig. 4). Due to the delay in the major rise of the RMS potentials, the drop in potentials after the initial peak of the RMS wave form was generally more distinct during exercise, and as a result, the RMS potential magnitudes near the time of breakthrough were lower than in the corresponding maps at rest. The rapid rise in the RMS potential
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**Figure 7.** Root mean square (RMS) map potential wave forms. RMS potential wave forms during QRS are shown for four subjects at rest and either during exercise (A and B) or immediately after exercise (C and D). In each panel, the solid line represents the RMS potential wave form at rest and the broken line represents the wave form during or after exercise. The horizontal time scale in the center of the figure is divided into 10-msec segments for 40 msec. The vertical voltage scale is divided into 0.1-mV segments for 0.3 mV.
wave form before the major peak corresponded to the rapid increase in magnitude of the central anterior minimum and lower left maximum after breakthrough (fig. 4).

The magnitude of the major peak of the RMS potential wave form tended to be less during exercise than at rest (fig. 7). In the resting and exercise maps of all subjects, the pattern of potentials near the time of the major peak of the RMS wave form was dominated by a central anterior potential minimum and an anterior maximum on the lower left torso (figs. 4 and 5). The peak magnitude of the potential maximum in the exercise maps was consistently less than the peak magnitude of the maximum in the corresponding maps at rest. The changes in magnitude of the large central potential minimum were less consistent, however, although increases in magnitude were sometimes observed during or after exercise. During exercise there was also an increase in the magnitude of a third peak, or the development of a third peak, in the RMS potential wave form. This peak corresponded in time to the appearance of the upper sternal maximum (fig. 5) in the surface potential distribution.

The changes in shape of the RMS wave forms during exercise were sometimes accompanied by apparent changes in QRS duration (figs. 7B and D). Noise during exercise in the low-level map patterns at the beginning of QRS noise and early repolarization potentials at the end of QRS caused some uncertainty in the measurements of QRS duration during exercise. As a result, small changes in QRS duration could not be detected with confidence. For some subjects, however, an increase in QRS duration was clearly evident. Both the serial body surface potential distributions and the RMS potential wave forms revealed an apparent increase in QRS duration during exercise for 11 of the 20 subjects, with a maximum increase of 8–10 msec.

The changes observed in the body surface potential distributions during QRS have been described in terms of resting maps and exercise maps. Actually, data were recorded periodically throughout the exercise procedure and for 10 minutes after exercise. Thus, for each subject there was a series of maps showing gradual changes during and after exercise. In general, the greatest changes in the maps during QRS were seen when comparing the maps recorded at rest with those recorded near the peak of exercise or in the first seconds after exercise. The map patterns at earlier stages of exercise tended to fall somewhere between the resting map patterns and those at the peak of exercise, and similarly those recorded after exercise appeared to gradually change back to the patterns recorded at rest. However, the intermediate changes in QRS map patterns during exercise and those after exercise were not exactly the same. For example, some subjects immediately after exercise had an increase in the magnitude of the RMS potentials in mid-QRS (contrasted to the decrease in peak RMS potentials during exercise), associated mainly with an increase in the magnitude of the central anterior minimum (up to 1 mV of change) without a change in the overall pattern of the potentials. Also, the intermediate pattern changes observed during and after exercise were not symmetrical with respect to heart rate, i.e., QRS-map changes persisted to lower heart rates after exercise than the heart rates at which the changes initially developed during exercise. Further analysis is required to more specifically differentiate intermediate QRS-map changes during and after exercise.

ST Segment

Figure 8 shows body surface potential distributions during the early ST segment from a 29-year-old male (panel A) and a 25-year-old male (panel B) at rest, during exercise, and during recovery from exercise. The maps at rest are typical of the potential distributions observed during the ST segment in normal adult subjects. The map patterns are characterized by an anterior potential maximum on the left chest, with low-level negative potentials distributed over the right shoulder and back.

During exercise, all of the subjects studied had an increase in negativity on the lower anterior torso during the early ST segment. Most often, a potential minimum developed on the lower left precordium (figs. 6 and 8). The region of negative potentials sometimes extended to the lower right chest as well (fig. 8B). The lower anterior negativity persisted after exercise but was generally smaller in magnitude than at high work rates during exercise. The negative ST-segment potentials shown in figure 8A during exercise were among the largest-magnitude negative potentials observed in the ST-segment maps. Although the negative ST-segment potentials in the exercise maps were generally larger than those in the corresponding maps at rest, no consistent differences were found between the magnitudes of the RMS-map potentials of the early ST segment at rest and during exercise (fig. 7). The negative potentials in the lower left precordial region during the early ST segment decreased steadily and were usually positive by the early portion of the T wave.

T Wave

Figure 9 shows typical body surface potential distributions at the peak of the T wave from a 35-year-old male subject at rest, during exercise, at the end of exercise and during recovery from exercise. Little change occurred in the basic pattern of the T-wave maps during and after exercise. The patterns of the peak T-wave maps were characterized by a large potential maximum on the left chest. Changes in the position of the potential minimum during exercise were noted, but its position was confined to the region of the right clavicle, right shoulder and back.

Although the pattern of the potentials at the peak of the T wave stayed relatively constant during and after exercise, considerable variation in T-wave magnitude was noted, in agreement with previous studies of ECG wave forms from scalar precordial leads and orthogonal vector leads during exercise. At the peak of exercise, the magnitude of the maximum map potential during the T wave increased more than 0.1...
mV in the body surface maps from 12 of the 20 subjects (fig. 9). The magnitude decreased by more than 0.1 mV in the maps from three subjects and stayed nearly constant in the maps from the other five subjects. Immediately after exercise, the magnitudes of the T-wave potentials increased rapidly for all subjects, reaching a maximum value 30-90 seconds after cessation of exercise. In the resting maps the peak T-wave potentials ranged from 0.33-1.45 mV, while in the maps after exercise the peak T-wave potentials ranged from 0.59-2.69 mV. The percent increase in T-wave magnitude after exercise (with respect to the resting value) ranged from 30-260%.

For some subjects, the T-wave potential magnitudes returned to the resting values within 5 minutes after cessation of exercise, while for others they were still larger than the resting values when data collection was stopped 10 minutes after exercise.

Discussion
Changes in Body Surface Potential Distributions During Exercise

Although a decrease in the magnitude of the R wave in left precordial leads is often used to define a "normal" electrocardiographic response to exercise, the mechanisms underlying such R-wave changes are uncertain. A commonly proposed hypothesis relates the R-wave changes to the hemodynamic performance of the heart as follows: During exercise, a reduction in end-diastolic volume occurs due to tachycardia, so the effective strengths of the radially oriented electrical sources are reduced due to the "Brody effect". This explanation seems unlikely, however, especially in light of recent radionuclide angiocardiographic and echocardiographic studies suggesting that in most normal subjects end-diastolic volume stays the same or increases slightly during exercise. Also, R-wave magnitude is generally least immediately after exercise, while end-diastolic volume increases transiently after exercise.

An increase in the distance between the exploring surface electrode and the heart due to increased inspiratory volume has also been suggested as a mechanism resulting in decreased R-wave magnitudes during exercise. In the present study, the potential maximum on the lower left anterior torso in mid-QRS (which was reflected in the peak amplitude of the R wave in lead V5) was displaced downward on the map and reduced in magnitude during deep inspiration in exercise. However, at peak expiration during exercise, the potential maximum was often located at the same mapping point as in the maps at rest, and yet was still significantly smaller in magnitude than the corresponding maximum in the resting maps at either peak inspiration or expiration (during normal resting respiration). Thus, although respiratory variations were evident in the data, the changes in the magnitude...
The multistage exercise of the heart appears early in the QRS for a single subject at rest (A), during exercise (B), at the end of exercise (C) and during recovery from exercise (D). The times at which the ECG data were recorded relative to the beginning (panel B) or the ending (panels C and D) of the multistage exercise procedure are indicated above each map frame.

If a delay in the activation of the left ventricular free wall, relative to the onset of activation in the septum and right ventricle, were to occur during exercise, negative potentials would be expected in the left precordial region during early QRS (fig. 3) due to the dominant left to right spread of activation in the septum and right ventricle. As activation began in the left ventricle, the magnitude of the lower left minimum would decrease and the minimum would move toward the left side and back. If activation of the left ventricle were still at an early stage when right ventricular breakthrough occurred, generally lower potential magnitudes than in resting maps would be expected at the time of breakthrough and more complex potential patterns might result because the potentials on the body surface would be influenced relatively more by the diverging wave fronts around the depolarized region of the right ventricular epicardium.

With such an activation sequence, an initial rise in
RMS body surface potentials would be expected, as activation spread in the septum and right ventricle, followed by a drop in RMS potentials at breakthrough. The RMS potentials would then increase again rapidly as activation spread in the walls of the left ventricle. The time interval between the initial increase in the RMS wave form (corresponding to the beginning of ventricular activation) and the rapid rise preceding the peak RMS potential (corresponding to the spread of activation in the left ventricle) would be expected to be longer during exercise than at rest (fig. 7).

Generally, the body surface potential distributions during mid-QRS in normal subjects predominantly reflect the current from large activation wave fronts propagating from endocardium to epicardium in the wall of the left ventricle. As such, a change in the early activation sequence of the type suggested might be expected to have little effect on the basic pattern of potentials in mid-QRS as long as left ventricular activation proceeded in an endocardial-to-epicardial direction. Changes in the exact locations and shapes of the activation wave fronts during exercise, however, due to the change in early activation sequence might result in changes in the relative magnitudes of the maxima and minima and changes in the distributions of the lower-magnitude potentials distant from these major features, as were observed in this study. The decrease in the magnitude of the left precordial potential maximum in mid-QRS (and the R wave in lead \( V_1 \)) during exercise might thus result from a change in the activation wave fronts in the wall of the left ventricle secondary to the changes in the initial activation sequence.

QRS duration increased during exercise in 11 of the 20 subjects. Previous studies of the exercise ECG\(^{2, 15}\) found no change in QRS duration. Variations in QRS duration of the magnitude found in this study (less than 10 msec) would probably be difficult to detect using ECG wave forms recorded during exercise from a small number of leads. Comparison of RMS map potential wave forms at rest and during exercise (fig. 7B), however, clearly indicate an increase in QRS duration. Although increases in QRS duration during exercise were found, they were consistently less than the delays during exercise in the rapid upstrokes of the RMS potential wave forms (fig. 7B). As a result, the RMS wave forms from some subjects showed a delay in the major upstroke during exercise but little change in overall duration (fig. 7C).

It has been suggested that J-point depression seen in left precordial leads recorded from normal subjects during exercise is at least in part a reflection of atrial repolarization (Ta) augmented at the J point during exercise by the shortening of the PR segment and by a possible increase in the magnitude of Ta.\(^{3, 36, 37}\) Changes in the early activation sequence of the ventricles during exercise suggest another mechanism for the changes in the body surface potential distribution during the ST segment. Potential distributions during early ventricular repolarization depend on both the distribution of cellular action potential shapes in the myocardium and the sequence of ventricular activation.\(^{4}\) Accordingly, if changes in the early activation sequence of the ventricles occur during exercise, changes in the potential distributions during the early ST segment might result from the changes in activation sequence alone, without any changes in action potential shapes during the plateau phase or any increase in the magnitudes of Ta potentials at the J point.

Mirvis et al.\(^{17}\) presented an analysis of precordial isopotential maps recorded from normal subjects using a grid of 42 electrodes on the left anterior precordium during multistage submaximal exercise procedures. Their results indicated significantly more precordial negativity during the ST segment in exercise than was found in our study, which they attributed to delayed activation near the base of the ventricles during the ST segment. We believe the different results were due to their choice of the TP junction as a potential reference. In our study, we used the end of the PR segment as a baseline reference because, in the absence of diastolic currents, it provides a better (but not perfect) estimate of "zero" potential at high heart rates.\(^{3, 29-31}\)

Figure 10 shows the body surface potentials during the ST segment recorded from a normal 23-year-old male early in the exercise procedure. The map shown in panel A is characterized by a prominent potential maximum in the left midsternal region, typical of normal ST-segment maps at rest,\(^{44}\) but with a low-level potential minimum at the lower left of the maximum, typical of the results in this study at low work rates. The potential distribution in panel B is completely different, with a prominent potential minimum on the lower left anterior torso, a lower-level potential maximum near the upper sternum, and near zero potentials at the location of the potential maximum in panel A. The left precordial portion of the map in panel B is similar to the precordial maps presented by Mirvis et al.\(^{17}\) This potential distribution (panel B) contains large artifacts resulting from the non-zero potentials (from the merging of the U wave and P wave) at the time of the TP junction. The considerable difference between the isopotential maps in panels A and B emphasizes the need for careful selection of the potential references when processing ECG wave forms for body surface mapping during exercise.

Implications for the Study of the Exercise ECG

Exercise electrocardiographic testing has been in use for many years but the electrophysiologic mechanisms underlying the observed changes in ECG wave form shapes from both normal subjects and cardiac patients are only partially understood. The limitations of conventional lead systems used to study the exercise ECG are illustrated by the map pattern changes in the normal subjects of this study which strongly suggest changes in the early activation sequence of the ventricles during exercise. Electrophysiologic changes of this type are not apparent from visual examination of ECG wave forms alone because the resulting changes in wave form shape can-
not be distinguished from shape changes due to such factors as altered heart position or increased respiration.

Using total body surface isopotential maps, spatial distributions of the potentials over the surface of the torso can be examined at serial instants of time, as opposed to examining ECG wave form shapes from fixed electrode locations. Spatial shifts in the patterns of potentials in body surface maps, which can result in significant changes in ECG wave form shapes, are readily distinguished from pattern changes. In addition, significant changes in lower-magnitude potential distributions (near the beginning or ending of QRS for example), which may not result in clearly visible changes in wave form shape, can be examined using body surface maps. While precordial surface maps contain more spatial information about the ECG than measurements from a few scalar leads, many important features of body surface potential distributions are located outside of the limited region covered by precordial electrode arrays, and the lack of information about these features may adversely affect the interpretation of the ECG data.

Total body surface mapping during exercise has been difficult to perform because of technical problems in recording simultaneously from large electrode arrays during exercise. The development of limited lead mapping systems and portable systems for digitally recording multiple ECG channels has made body surface mapping during exercise clinically practical. By using commercially produced stress test electrodes and cable systems, we could obtain high-quality body surface potential distributions during exercise without requiring wave form averaging or special modes of exercise to reduce recording artifact. Our results indicate both the technical feasibility of recording total body surface maps during exercise and the importance of analyses of total body surface potential distributions for obtaining an improved physiologic understanding of ECG changes during exercise.
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